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Providing solutions for an evolving sector
Pall-Ex offers bespoke added-value services; delivering a 
competitive edge for customers in the retail sector.

Retail has become an intensely competitive market. 

In order to thrive, retailers must make sure their 
products are available to consumers in the right place 
at the right time, supplied with flexibility, speed and 
accuracy. 

Where retailers adapt, logistics providers must 
innovate. 
 
Pall-Ex is an award-winning provider of palletised 
freight distribution services, comprising many of 
Europe’s leading hauliers. Our customers are among 
the most prestigious names in retail.
Our specialist Retail Plus service is uniquely 
developed to help retailers achieve their goals, 
anticipating their expectations and supporting them 
every step of the way.

Don’t just stay on track: stay ahead of the game. 
Be part of a winning team with Pall-Ex Retail Plus.

With Retail Plus, we can help you save 
time and money by:

   Reviewing your present in-house distribution 
system

   Reducing or eliminating your vehicles fleets 
and associated costs

   Significantly reducing your carbon footprint 
with our bespoke, efficient services

   Streamlining your regional and national 
distribution centre operations

   Improving your in-store stock room 
management

  Reducing your health and safety  
    administration
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Intelligent supply chain innovation 

Traditionally, when dispatching stock to stores, it 
made economic sense to stack as much stock onto 
every pallet as possible.

The reality, though, is that this
method of over-supplying creates
havoc at retailers’ stores; leading to stockroom 
inefficiency and, in many cases, serious health and 
safety risks. Pall-Ex’s Retail Plus solution allows you to 
manage your stock easily, delivering the stock your 
stores really need.

With competitive rates and a flexible range of 
express delivery options, your stock and operations 
are so much easier to manage.

Retail Plus delivers:

   Next day and timed services

   Overnight, 24-hour services

   Delivery of freight directly to your storeroom

   Unwrapping and decanting of your products

   Removal of spent packaging and empty pallets

  Advanced, integrated IT benefits

   Instant, real-time proof of delivery

   Advanced track-and-trace visibility

   Simple, efficient European and international services


